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Manipulating Si(100) at 5 K using qPlus frequency modulated atomic force microscopy:
Role of defects and dynamics in the mechanical switching of atoms
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We use small-amplitude qPlus frequency modulated atomic force microscopy (FM-AFM), at 5 K, to investigate
the atomic-scale mechanical stability of the Si(100) surface. By operating at zero applied bias the effect of
tunneling electrons is eliminated, demonstrating that surface manipulation can be performed by solely mechanical
means. Striking differences in surface response are observed between different regions of the surface, most likely
due to variations in strain associated with the presence of surface defects. We investigate the variation in local
energy surface by ab initio simulation, and comment on the dynamics observed during force spectroscopy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Frequency modulated atomic force microscopy (FM-
AFM), operating in the constant-amplitude mode in ultrahigh
vacuum (UHV), has developed into a widely used tool
that provides unparalleled measurement, and manipulation
capabilities at the atomic scale. Since first demonstrating
true atomic resolution on reactive surfaces,1 FM-AFM has
been instrumental in the field of nanoscience, providing direct
measurement of chemical forces2 and enabling atomic ma-
nipulation on semiconducting,3–5 metallic,6 and insulating7,8

surfaces. This is in addition to examples of subatomic9 and
striking submolecular10 resolution.

Unlike the scanning tunneling microscope (STM), FM-
AFM exploits the shift in resonant frequency, �f, of a
cantilever due to the interaction between tip and sample as
its feedback parameter. In addition to enabling operation
on insulating samples this critically allows measurement
of the force between tip and sample during imaging and
manipulation. Typically, however, a bias is applied to tip or
sample in order to null out the contact potential difference
(CPD) and hence eliminate the long-range electrostatic (ES)
force. This applied bias has recently been used to facilitate
the simultaneous mapping of force and tunnel current,11,12

and the determination of the direct relationship between force
and tunnel current at low bias.13 Nonetheless, care must be
taken that the applied bias does not modify the tip-sample
interaction in an unexpected fashion. Indeed, the role of
the applied bias in determining the observed topography on
even well understood surfaces such as Si(111) is still not
conclusively resolved.14–17 Furthermore, some systems are
especially sensitive to the influence of tunneling electrons.
A prime example is the Si(100) surface, which has been the
subject of considerable debate due to conflicting STM and low
energy electron diffraction (LEED) studies (see, for example,
Uda et al.18 for a review).

The Si(100) surface at low temperature has presented a
significant challenge to the surface science and nanoscience
communities, primarily due to the delicate energy balance
associated with its ground state, and its relative instability.
Although it is now accepted that below ∼120 K the surface
assumes the buckled c(4 × 2) ground-state structure18–23 [see
Fig. 1(e) for schematic representations of the surface buckling

structure], the interpretation of scanning probe microscope
(SPM) images can still remain challenging. For STM in
particular, effects related to bulk and surface state contributions
to the local density of states (LDOS) or dimer flipping induced
by tunnel current injection20–22,24 can result in an apparent
p(2 × 1) periodicity. In previous low-temperature FM-AFM
studies the appearance of the apparent p(2 × 1) phase was
also observed and assigned to dimer flipping induced by
the chemical bond between the tip and surface atoms.23

These earlier studies, however, did not conclusively eliminate
the possibility of additional tunnel-current-induced flipping,
due to the bias used to null out the CPD.23

It has been shown that tunnel current injection can provide
a powerful tool for phason [phase defect; see Fig. 1(e)] manip-
ulation on both Si(100) and the related Ge(100) surface.20,25,26

Critically, these tunneling-electron-derived effects are directly
influenced or controlled by the complicated electronic struc-
ture of the surface and most likely depend on dopant type.22

Recent STM and combined STM-AFM studies on Si(111)12,27

have demonstrated not only that the dependence of tunnel
current on tip-sample separation can become nonexponential
at close approach, but also that peak tunnel currents during
combined STM-AFM studies can be more than an order of
magnitude higher than those in conventional STM studies.

We recently demonstrated atomically precise manipulation
of the Si(100) surface by solely mechanical means, by
operating a qPlus FM-AFM at zero applied bias.28 Here, we
report details of the tip-surface dynamics during manipulation,
as well as discussing the variation in surface stability due to
the influence of defects and step edges. We confirm that the
energy balance of the surface is strongly influenced by the
local environment, as has been previously reported in STM
studies,29 and that interpreting the tip-surface dynamics during
FM-AFM manipulation of the Si(100) surface still provides a
considerable challenge for state-of-the-art scanning probe and
theoretical techniques.

II. METHODS

A. Experiments

All experiments were performed using a commercial
(Omicron Nanotechnology GmbH) qPlus FM-AFM/STM,
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Constant 〈It 〉 dSTM image of step edge
on Si(100) at 5 K. Vgap = +2 V; 〈It 〉 = 100 pA; A0 = 250 pm.
(b) Constant �f FM-AFM image of the same region
�f = −17.6 Hz; A0 = 250 pm; Vgap = 0 V. (c) and
(d) High pass filtered images of (a) and (b) respec-
tively. The dSTM image shows significant nonlocal contri-
butions (see main text). Zero-bias FM-AFM imaging shows
the buckled c(4 × 2)/p(2 × 2) reconstructions on both terraces.
(e) Schematics showing the p(2 × 2) and c(4 × 2) reconstructions. A
single dimer flip from the c(4 × 2) would result in a “three-in-a-row”
structure (never observed experimentally). A phason (phase defect)
results in a switch between in-phase [c(4 × 2)] and out-of-phase
[p(2 × 2)] buckling.

operating in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) (base pressure 5 ×
10−11 mbar or better), in a LHe/LN2 bath cryostat (sample
temperature approximately 5 K for cooling with LHe, 77 K
with LN2). We used boron-doped (1 m�cm) Si(100) surfaces
which were prepared in UHV by standard methods (flash
heating to ∼1200 ◦C; rapid cooling to ∼900 ◦C; slow cooling
to room temperature) before transfer into the low-temperature
cryostat. After preparation, we checked the Si(100) surface
reconstruction by conventional STM using a qPlus sensor
before beginning FM-AFM experiments. We used commercial
qPlus sensors (Omicron) with an electrochemically etched
tungsten wire attached to one tine of the tuning fork. These
were introduced into the scan head without further preparation
(e.g., e-beam heating or argon sputtering). Calibration of the

quality factor and stiffness are described in detail elsewhere.28

Briefly, we recorded Q factors of between 1000 and 50 000
at 5 K with resonance frequencies of between 22 and 25 kHz,
and tuning fork stiffness of k = 2600 N/m (±400 N/m).28

The sensors were prepared using standard STM techniques
(e.g., voltage pulsing, controlled tip crashes) until atomic
resolution was obtained. We then performed dynamic STM
(dSTM) (i.e., tunnel-current-based feedback with an oscil-
lating tip) and transferred to constant �f (i.e., FM-AFM)
feedback and subsequently reduced the tip bias to 0 V. We
would then increase the frequency shift set point until we began
to observe atomic resolution. In some cases we immediately
obtained atomic resolution after transferring from dSTM;
in other cases it was necessary to perform small controlled
contacts with the surface to alter the tip state. As a consequence
of our tip preparation techniques (and evidence from scanning
electron microscope measurements on similarly prepared STM
tips28) we expect the apex of the tip to be silicon rather than
tungsten terminated. The reduction of the tip bias to 0 V is
essential both in order to remove the possibility of electronic
crosstalk from the It channel30 and, critically, to also eliminate
the effect of tunneling electrons. As a consequence, we do
not null out any contact potential difference (CPD) between
tip and surface, and as such a large electrostatic background
may be present. Nonetheless, we routinely observed atomic
resolution even with relatively blunt tips (e.g., tips that
experienced surface indentations in excess of 1000 nm could
still produce atomic resolution), most likely because operating
with small oscillation amplitudes increases our sensitivity to
the short-range chemical force.31–33

B. Simulations

We simulated the interaction between the silicon surface
and a silicon tip cluster by ab initio density functional
theory (DFT) as implemented in the SIESTA code.35 Two tip
clusters were used, a standard Si(111)-type tip and a larger
dimer-terminated cluster, as described elsewhere.28 We used a
double-zeta polarized basis set giving 13 orbitals to describe
the valence electrons on every silicon atom. Calculations
were performed with the generalized gradient approximation
(GGA) Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) density functional and
norm-conserving pseudopotentials. Typically, atomic relax-
ation was considered complete when forces on atoms were
not larger than 0.01 eV/Å.

In all simulations a 6-layer slab model was used with
16 surface dimers arranged as 2 rows, each 8 dimers in length.
Hydrogen atoms were used to terminate the Si bonds on the
lower side of the slab and were kept fixed, along with the
bottom two layers of silicon, to simulate the missing bulk.
We used a large slab size to provide reasonable isolation of the
target atoms in order to reduce finite-size effects due to periodic
boundary conditions. Atoms are only manipulated within a
single row, such that there is always a single unaffected dimer
row between the manipulated row and its periodically repeated
counterparts. In addition, the length of each row was chosen to
reduce any effect due to long-range surface relaxations along
the rows. For example, when modeling a phason pair (two
adjacent phasons, four dimers in length), four other dimers,
in a standard c(4 × 2) buckling configuration, separate the
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structure from the repeat of the phason unit. Because of the
cell sizes used, only the � point was employed in sampling the
Brillouin zone in all of our simulations.

To estimate the energy barriers between different configu-
rations we performed nudged elastic band (NEB) calculations,
using SIESTA to calculate the total energies. In our NEB
calculations we modeled the evolution of the energy band
corresponding to the minimum energy path between the
c(4 × 2) and phason pair structures in the presence of a
silicon tip cluster. The NEB method allowed us to calculate
the dimer atom positions and energy barriers associated with
the minimum energy pathway between two states. Initially, the
start and end points on the band were relaxed and the atomic
positions along the band were obtained by a linear interpolation
with 17 images in each band. For the data presented in this
paper the band was then relaxed until the energies of the images
varied by less than 0.01 eV and the force less than 0.1 eV/Å.

III. RESULTS

Our results are divided into two broad categories. First,
we discuss imaging of the Si(100) surface and variation in the
surface stability observed during scanning, comparing the data
to simulated variations in surface stability. Second, we investi-
gate the variations in tip-surface dynamics during site-specific
atomic switching events induced by �f (z) spectroscopy and
attempt to elucidate the dynamics by comparison to simulated
force spectroscopy.

A. Local variation in surface stability during scanning

During our dSTM experiments we observed a strong
influence of tip bias and tunnel current set point on the imaging
process, as previously reported. The observed surface structure
can change as a result of tunnel current injection, tunneling
into nonlocalized surface and bulk states and charging at
defects.20–22,24,36,37 However, once we transition to zero-bias
FM-AFM we always observe buckled dimers in the p(2 ×
2)/c(4 × 2) configuration on both terraces (Fig. 1 shows a
typical transition). In this instance we note the dSTM image
shows significant influence from the tip state as the upper and
lower terraces show different contrast [p(2 × 1) on the lower
terrace and rows on the upper terrace]. Given the relatively
high bias applied during the dSTM imaging (+2 V), there are
likely to be significant contributions from the bulk-like states
of the surface and tip, and elucidating the origin of this contrast
is beyond the scope of this paper. Importantly, this influence is
not apparent in the FM-AFM image, highlighting the different
origin of the contrast in each imaging mode.

It is well known that the buckling of the silicon dimers
can be “pinned,” even at room temperature, by features such
as defects, adsorbed molecules, or step edges due to their
effect on the local strain along the surface. Consequently, the
barrier for dimer flipping exhibits strong local variation.29,38,39

Similarly, we found local variations in the propensity for
dimers to flip under the influence of the tip at low temperatures.
This is clearly demonstrated in Fig. 2 (see also movie S130),
which shows the transition from the buckled structure to the
apparent symmetric p(2 × 1) periodicity as the �f set point
is increased.23 In particular in Fig. 2(f) the apparent p(2 × 1)
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(e) (f)

(c)

(g)
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Scan-induced phason manipulation and
c(4 × 2)-to-p(2 × 1) transition. (a) FM-AFM image showing an
unperturbed buckled surface structure and three “native” phason
defects (highlighted). �f = −26 Hz; A0 = 100 pm; Vgap = 0 V.
(b) �f = −27 Hz. At higher set points we observe scan-induced
phason motion, as previously reported (Ref. 28). (c) �f = −28 Hz.
At still higher set points the position of some of the phasons becomes
difficult to identify (larger highlighted regions). (d) �f = −29 Hz.
“Intermittent” imaging. It is now likely that dimers are being flipped
from the buckled state in addition to scan-induced phason motion.
Clear “slicing” is evident in a number of rows. (e) �f = −31 Hz.
At high set points some rows now show the apparent p(2 × 1)
phase while some remain buckled (indicated by white arrows). (f)
�f = −34 Hz. The highest set point at which we could reliably
image with this tip—see main text for details. (g) Scan taken with a
different tip at 77 K and a small bias voltage illustrating long-range
differences in dimer stability. �f = −40 Hz; A0 =100 pm; Vgap ∼
10 mV. A boron ad-dimer defect (Ref. 34) (black box) appears to
reduce the barrier for dimer flipping in the row highlighted by the
green box. An adjacent row (red box) images as a stable buckled
structure. The apparent effect of the defect on dimer stability extends
over almost 30 dimers. Note that due to the small bias we cannot
exclude tunnel-current-induced flipping in this instance (〈It 〉 during
imaging ∼2 pA). (h) Cartoon representation of tip-induced dimer
flipping.

phase is clear in a number of rows. Nonetheless, two rows still
show a buckled structure, indicating that even under the same
imaging conditions some dimers are less likely to be perturbed
by the tip-sample interaction. We note that the rows remaining
buckled have an asymmetric appearance, most likely due to an
asymmetric tip apex. Figure 2(g) demonstrates a clear example
of the nonlocal effect that defects can exert on dimer stability.
A previous study reported that strain at step edges resulted in
a lowering of the surface stability on the lower terrace and
an apparent p(2 × 1) periodicity during FM-AFM imaging.40

We, however, always observed buckling on both terraces at low
set point, with no apparent preference for scan-induced phason
motion (see below) on either terrace. This variance may be
due to our elimination of the effect of tunneling electrons, or
possibly variation in defect density close to the scan region.

When the scan-induced p(2 × 1) periodicity is observed
we note that determining the actual structure of the surface
(at a given instant) is likely to be nontrivial. This is primarily
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Variation in threshold force needed to flip
a dimer during simulated force spectroscopy around a phason pair.
The threshold force is reduced for dimers (iii) and (ii), but dimer
(i) has approximately the same threshold as a dimer in c(4 × 2)
configuration. Insets: Top left, rendered representation of tip-sample
positioning; bottom right, schematic of part of the simulated cell
showing spectroscopy locations.

due to the difficulty in distinguishing between a number of
different cases that might result in a p(2 × 1) periodicity.
During FM-AFM spectroscopy we have shown that phasons
are injected in pairs if the tip approaches close enough to the
“down” atom of a dimer28 [that is, we only observe correlated
flips on the c(4 × 2) surface]. However, we also note that native
phasons are less stable than the buckled surface. Therefore,
as expected, we observe induced phason motion before we
see flipping in pristine buckled rows. However, once the
threshold for phason injection is reached, it will be difficult to
distinguish between subsequent (mechanically driven) phason
motion and further phason pair injection within the row. Any
long-range relaxations or variation in surface stress will only
complicate the interpretation of the images. We also note that
the same difficulty in interpretation will be true for STM
images showing tunnel-current-induced dimer flipping.

We investigated the variability in surface stability via a
combination of simulated DFT force spectroscopy and NEB
energy barrier calculations. The simulations are broken down
into two approaches. In the first we analyzed the variation in
the force threshold to “flip” a dimer during force spectroscopy
over the “down” atom of a dimer in the presence of both
dimer buckling (i.e., phase related) and structural (i.e., missing
dimer) defects. In the second we investigated the variation
in the potential energy surface to transition from a pristine
buckled surface to a phason pair structure in the presence of
the tip under induced surface strain.

Figures 3 and 4 show the calculated variation in threshold
force around a phason pair (buckling) defect and a single
dimer vacancy (1DV) structural defect, respectively. As in
previous studies41 simulated force spectroscopy resulted in a
single dimer flip only, which, depending on the initial con-
figuration, resulted in structures which were never observed
experimentally (e.g., “three in a row”). However, in both cases
we observe differences in the force threshold compared to
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Variation in threshold force needed to flip
a dimer during simulated force spectroscopy around a dimer vacancy
defect. The threshold force is significantly reduced for dimer (i)
and slightly reduced for (ii). Dimer (iii) has approximately the same
threshold as a dimer in c(4 × 2) configuration. Inset: Schematic of
part of the simulated cell showing spectroscopy locations.

a pristine surface, similar to our experimental observations
which suggest that the force threshold to flip a dimer varies
depending on the local surface configuration.28

In our NEB simulations we adopted an alternative approach,
with the aim of simulating the long-range strain effect of a
distant defect, by artificially introducing a lattice mismatch on
the lower atoms of our simulated cell (as previously described
for molecular dynamics simulations28). The spacing of the
fixed atoms was changed by a small amount (0.3 Å) along the
direction of the rows, and, after allowing the lattice to relax,
we explored the energy barriers to transit from the buckled
surface to a phason pair structure with the tip at the threshold
position to flip. We observed a drop in the barrier to transit
from the “three in a row” to the phason pair (Fig. 5) upon both
artificial contraction and expansion of the lattice spacing. We
note that although the subsurface displacement is moderate, the
response at the surface is relatively small (∼0.1 Å), of order, or
smaller than, reported surface strains (0.1–0.8 Å) induced by
surface defects.40,42 Indeed, strains of this magnitude would
be of the same order as the noise in the measurement during
FM-AFM imaging (∼0.1 Å).40,42 It is possible that some defect
structures and the resulting strain fields may lower the barrier
still further, but an extensive theoretical investigation of the
effect of different defects on the PES, with the prerequisite
large simulation cells, is beyond the scope of this paper.

Consequently we find that FM-AFM is able to directly
probe the stability of the Si(100) surface structure with
atomic precision, and we find qualitative agreement with our
simulations in that both structural and phase defects (and
long-range strain) directly alter the stability of the dimer
buckling. It seems likely that such experiments could provide
a direct quantitative way of measuring strain fields, which may
have uses in determining the effect on a surface as a result of
atomic-scale damage, substitutional defects, or implantation
experiments. Combining such techniques with STM could
also provide a method of directly visualizing the link between
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FIG. 5. (Color online) NEB-calculated energy profiles associated
with the transition from a c(4 × 2) structure [position (i)] to a phason
pair configuration [position (iii)] for different surfaces with a Si(111)
type tip positioned laterally over the lower atom of a dimer, with
the terminating atom at a height of 3.47 Å (defined from the vertical
position of the upper dimer atom). At this tip-sample separation,
the barrier for the transition to an intermediate three-in-a-row
state [position (ii)]—never observed experimentally—collapses in
all cases. However, a substantial energy barrier (∼80 meV) remains
to transit to the phason pair structure for the pristine surface (black
squares). Introducing a two-dimer-vacancy (2DV) defect (red circles)
increases the energy barrier between the three-in-a-row and phason
pair to ∼110 meV (Ref. 28), while a small subsurface compression
(green upward-pointing triangles) or expansion (blue downward-
pointing triangles) reduces the barrier (∼60 meV and ∼45 meV,
respectively). Each curve has been offset to normalize the position
of the three-in-a-row state to aid comparison of the barriers. Insets:
Bottom left, rendered representation of tip-sample positioning during
NEB; top right, schematic representation of surface states at three
positions on the energy profile. Black cross indicates lateral position
of the tip.

physical strain and resulting deformation of the electronic
structure of the material.

B. Atomically precise switching: Tip-sample dynamics
and spectral signatures

Although we have previously shown that FM-AFM force
spectroscopy at 5 K allows for controlled, reversible phason
pair injection and atomically precise mechanically driven
phason motion,28 we also observe a high proportion of
failed attempts when attempting to flip dimers from the
c(4 × 2)/p(2 × 2) structure. In these instances we would
perform the same procedure as for a normal flip, but the
�f spectra would demonstrate different features (see next
subsection) and there would be no change in the structure
of the surface after spectrum acquisition had completed. From
the spectra it is clear that we are perturbing the surface [i.e.,
the lower atom of the dimer is moving toward the tip; see
Fig. 2(h)], but that the new configuration is not stable and
the surface relaxes back into its original configuration once
the tip has retracted. There are two critical variables that may
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FIG. 6. (Color online) (a) Unsuccessful attempts to flip a dimer in
the c(4 × 2)/p(2 × 2) buckled structure. Each white cross indicates
the location of a �f spectroscopy point. In this area every attempt
to flip a dimer failed. (b) Successful and failed flips on the same
dimer (in a different region of the surface): Initial c(4 × 2)/p(2 × 2)
buckled surface configuration. A spectroscopy point was performed
at (i) to generate a phason pair. (c) Configuration after spectroscopy,
showing phason pair structure. (d) The c(4 × 2)/p(2 × 2) structure
was restored and �f spectroscopy was twice attempted on the
c(4 × 2)/p(2 × 2) buckled structure in the same location (ii). Neither
attempt produced a phason pair. Subsequently, a spectrum was taken
over the “up” atom of the same dimer (iii). (e) Spectra from (b)–(d).
(i) shows clear hysteresis (approach over down atom, flip, and retract
over up atom). Subsequent attempts (ii) show unstable transitions and
subsequent retract over a “down” atom, indicating failed flips.

influence the stability of the created structure—the precise tip
position and the local variability of the surface.

As demonstrated in the previous section and in previous
work,28,29 there is clearly a variability in surface stability due
to the influence of defects and step edges. Consequently, we
find that in some regions numerous force spectroscopy points
could be performed, without causing the formation of a phason
pair [Fig. 6(a)]. However, and intriguingly, we also observed
instances where we successfully injected a phason pair,
removed the phason pair, and were then subsequently unable
to inject a phason pair in the same location [Figs. 6(b)–6(d)].
Critically, it appears that the local surface configuration (within
our scan window) was unaltered, and therefore arguments
related to differences in the surface strain cannot completely
explain our observations.

As such, other factors that may influence the probability of
successful phason pair injection must be considered. Conse-
quently we investigated the effect of lateral tip displacement
on the chemical bonding force between tip and sample. It
is self-evident that if the tip is positioned too far from
the “down” atom location, very little bonding will result.
However, in order to provide insight into the “failed flips,”
the simulations must simultaneously demonstrate significant
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Simulated spectroscopy with laterally
displaced tips. (a) Spectroscopy performed with Si(111)-type tip
directly over a down atom (0 Å offset) and offset by 1.5 Å. (b)
Spectroscopy performed with dimer-terminated tip directly over a
down atom (0 Å offset) and offset by 1.5 Å. In both cases spectroscopy
directly over the atom resulted in a flip, while the offset spectroscopy
resulted in a failed flip. Insets: Location of spectroscopy points,
marked with a cross (left) and rendered representations of the tip
structures (right).

chemical bonding (i.e., a sharp jump in force resulting from the
dimer changing configuration), but not result in a permanent
change in surface configuration after the tip is withdrawn.
We found that for simulated spectroscopy with idealized
tips certain lateral displacements reproduced this behavior
(Fig. 7). In these instances it appears that the dimer changes
configuration in response to the presence of the tip, but the
change in buckling angle is reduced, with the dimer assuming
an almost symmetric configuration while bonded to the tip.
Once the tip is withdrawn the symmetric dimer relaxes back
into its original buckled configuration. Subsequently, it is
plausible that at least some of the failed flips we observe
could be a combination of surface variability and a lack of
precision in lateral positioning. It must be emphasized that
in these cases the simulated spectroscopy indicates a failure
to reach the “3 in a row” configuration. These simulations
do not address instances where the “3 in a row” may be
formed, but the surface does not subsequently transit to the
phason pair configuration. Our DFT simulations suggest that

if the “3 in a row” structure is reached during spectroscopy,
it remains stable even when the tip is withdrawn. In contrast,
the results of NEB calculations, molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations,28 and experiment suggest it will relax back to the
buckled structure in the absence of the tip, and, as such, any
flip that does not result in a transition to a phason pair (or other
stable structure) will also result in a failed flip.

In order to better understand the dynamics during flip
attempts, we performed an analysis of the spectroscopy data
acquired during �f (z) spectroscopy experiments. During our
investigation we noted several different characteristic �f (z)
curves that acted as reliable “signatures” for different classes of
flip event. These signatures appear to result from differences
in the dynamics occurring during the spectroscopy events.
First, we note that spectra taken over an “up” atom produce a
smoothly varying �f (z) curve, as has been seen for previous
FM-AFM investigations of Si(111) surfaces.2 Importantly,
these curves show very similar profiles to the retract curves
taken during successful flip attempts, strongly indicating that
after a flip the tip is retracting over an “up” atom. Here we
classify our observations into four broad categories. Figure 8
shows representative examples of each type.

1. Successful flip type (i)

In the case of a normal dimer flip, we typically observe a
smooth increase in �f up to a threshold, followed by a sudden
jump. After this jump the �f curve would follow a different
path (which it retraced on retract), resulting in hysteresis in
the �f (z) curve [Fig. 8(a)]. We interpret this sudden jump in
�f as being due to the lower atom of the dimer “jumping up”
into closer proximity to the tip, and the different retract curve
as being caused by the tip retracting over what is now an “up”
atom. This is qualitatively similar to the force-distance curves
from simulated spectroscopy demonstrating a successful dimer
flip.28

2. Unsuccessful flip type (i)

In these instances there is a sharp change in �f on approach
indicating the dimer has flipped, and on the retract �f follows
a different path as for a successful flip. However, at some point
on the retract curve (but clearly at a different point in z from
the original sharp change) we see the �f signal jump back to
the same value it had on the approach curve. This appears
to indicate that the “up” atom state is, in these instances,
temporarily stabilized by the presence of the tip but unstable on
retraction. A possible explanation is the dimer configuration
not transitioning to the phason pair structure and remaining
in the unstable three-in-a-row state, or not being pulled up
sufficiently and remaining symmetric in the presence of the
tip. The failure of the dimer to stay flipped indicates subtle
variations in the dimer position and local strain may play a
key role in stabilizing the dimer configuration. This appears
qualitatively similar to simulations of a failed flip attempt with
a laterally displaced, dimer-terminated, tip [Fig. 7(b)].

3. Unsuccessful flip type (ii)

In most cases an unsuccessful flip would result in a sharp
increase in �f (as for a successful flip), but then as the tip
retracted we observed another sharp change in �f (at almost
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Representative examples of �f (z) “signatures.” (a) to (c) were acquired using the same tip apex (A0 = 50 pm). (d)
was acquired using a different tip apex and different parameters (A0 = 250 pm) as this type of event was comparatively rare. On each graph a
�f (z) curve taken over an “up” atom with the same tip is plotted to aid comparison with the retract �f (z) curves. (a) Successful flip type (i),
showing a smooth increase followed by a sudden discontinuity (α) and subsequent retract along a different path. The retract curve exhibits a
strong similarity to the �f (z) curve taken over an “up” atom. (b) Unsuccessful flip type (i). Similar behavior as shown in (a) except that on
the retract a sudden jump back onto the approach curve is detected (β), indicating that the atom under the tip has dropped back into a “down”
state. (c) Unsuccessful flip type (ii). In this instance the jump on retract is in almost the same position as the initial jump, resulting in very little
hysteresis in the �f (z) curve. (d) Successful flip type (ii) taken from a different data set with a different long-range �f (z) behavior. Here it
appears that the flip has failed as the retract follows the same path as approach, but then suddenly jumps down onto the “up” atom curve (γ ).

the same z position) such that the �f curve on the retract
follows the same path as the approach. In these cases there is
only a very small amount of hysteresis between the two paths.
A simple interpretation of these events is that the down atom is
pulled up, but is not stable without the presence of the tip, and
as the tip leaves the surface the dimer simply drops back into
its original configuration. This suggests that small variations in
the potential energy surface may sometimes enable the system
to go back from the three-in-a-row configuration to c(4 × 2)
even with the tip relatively close to the surface. In this instance
the results closely resemble a simulated failed flip using a
laterally displaced Si(111)-type tip [Fig. 7(a)].

4. Successful flip type (ii)

Very rarely we would observe a jump on the approach and
retract [as for a failed type (ii)], but subsequently during the
retract we then see a further jump to a higher �f value and
subsequent different path during the rest of the retract. In these
events it appears that the dimer flips, then drops back into its
original configuration as the tip retracts, but then flips again
and stays in the up position as the tip retracts. The tip-surface
dynamics in these cases present a particular challenge as the

dimer appears to be flipping after the peak force has been
reached and the tip is already retracting, suggestive of complex
relaxations at the tip-surface interface.

C. Long-range relaxations during phason manipulation

Although we have demonstrated that the motion and
positioning of phasons can be controlled with atomic precision
by FM-AFM spectroscopy, we nonetheless also observe
examples of unexpected long-range relaxations that hint at
further complex intra-row coupling. We regularly observed
two or more dimers flipping when we attempted to form “three
(or more) in a row” structures, which, while not predicted in
our simulations, may be expected if the surface is attempting
to release a large quantity of locally induced strain. In addition,
however, we also see long-range relaxations in locations where
we would expect a single dimer flip to occur. What is striking
in these examples is that the expected “target” structures
are not only stable, but have been successfully formed in
other regions during FM-AFM manipulation experiments.
Consequently, it appears that variations in surface stability
may affect not only our ability to create phason pairs, but also
restrict our ability to maintain atomically precise control of
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Long-range relaxations during attempted
phason manipulation events. White crosses indicate location of �f
spectroscopy points. (a) �f from attempted phason manipulation on a
isolated phason. (b) Image showing surface before manipulation. The
manipulation should flip the “down” atom under the tip and move the
phason toward the top of the image. (c) Result of �f spectroscopy.
The targeted dimer is in its original configuration and the phason
has moved two dimers toward the bottom of the image (i.e., two
dimers have flipped in response to the original perturbation). In the
�f spectra a small jump is apparent [indicated by (i)] before a larger
jump [indicated by (ii)]. On the retract the same path is followed
(i.e., a “failed flip”), indicating the targeted atom has returned to its
original position. The subsequent slight difference in the long-range
behavior may be due to the changed state of the neighboring dimers.
(d) �f from attempted phason manipulation. The manipulation was
intended to bring the two phasons together [i.e., a single dimer flip,
as demonstrated previously (Ref. 28)]. A small jump is recorded
(i). (e) Image showing surface before manipulation. (f) Result of �f
spectroscopy. Instead of flipping one dimer a long-range relaxation
has occurred, with three dimers changing configuration, restoring the
c(4 × 2)/p(2 × 2) structure.

phason motion. In Fig. 9(a) it appears that the neighboring
dimer may be perturbed by the tip prior to the targeted
dimer, despite positioning the tip with the same protocol as
used in other, successful, manipulation attempts. In Fig. 9(b)
the surface undergoes a relaxation to restore the c(4 × 2)

as we attempt to bring two phasons together, despite the
target structure having been successfully fabricated in other
regions of the surface.28 In other instances (data not shown)
we performed successful phason injection on the same dimer
several times, but observed occasional long range changes.
This, in conjunction with instances where we have been unable
to inject phasons in the same location as a previous successful
attempt (see Fig. 6), suggests either an extreme sensitivity to
experimental parameters or a weakly nondeterministic process
(see discussion).

D. Summary

From the spectra collected we propose that (in the absence
of long-range relaxations) a simple protocol can be established
for determining whether a given �f (z) point has succeeded
in changing the state of the dimer under the tip: (i) If a sharp
change in �f is detected on the approach curve this indicates
that the “down” atom has jumped up toward the tip. (ii) If
the �f curve follows the path of an “up” atom on the retract
without any further discontinuities this suggests that the tip is
retracting over an “up” atom. There are cases where there are
jumps between the two states, but the critical factor is whether
the retract curve follows a different path (“up” atom) than the
approach (“down” atom). In this case the dimer has changed
configuration and the final configuration appears stable. If
the �f signal jumps back to the same path as the approach
curve then this indicates that the dimer has dropped back to
its original configuration and no permanent change has been
made. We find significant variability in mechanical stability
across the surface, but also note variation in dimer flips in the
same location which cannot be explained by strain-induced
variations in stability.

IV. DISCUSSION

Our simulations suggest plausible mechanisms that explain
the experimentally observed variation in surface stability and
the origin of the spectral signatures that we observe during
manipulation events. Nonetheless, we emphasize that given
the unknown structure of our experimental tip apex, and
the uncertainty regarding local strain in the surface, these
mechanisms can only be tentatively assigned. In particular
we note that we estimate our lateral positioning error during
experimental force spectroscopy to be �1 Å, much smaller
than that required in our simulations to result in a failed
flip. However, it may be that sub-Å changes in position are
sufficient to cause failed flips for more complex tip structures
or locally strained surfaces (such as in the vicinity of defects
or step edges). Another important and intriguing possibility is
that quantum mechanical tunneling could become important
for dimer flip motion at low temperatures when the barriers are
sufficiently small.43 Although the silicon dimer has a relatively
large mass, it has been shown that quantum effects can be
important for objects as large as CO (Ref. 44) or Co (Ref. 45).
Consequently, given the critical dependence of quantum
mechanical tunneling on barrier height we cannot eliminate
this as an explanation for some of the transitions we observe.

We note that confirming this hypothesis presents a sig-
nificant experimental challenge as numerous aspects of the
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experimental protocol need to be addressed. First, the lateral
accuracy of the tip positioning could be greatly improved by
the use of an atom-tracking protocol,46,47 which has previously
been shown to allow lateral positioning precision of ∼0.1 Å.
Second, although we do not observe large variations in
oscillation amplitude during spectroscopy, it could be that
small variations on the order of a few percent somehow
introduce enough variation between spectra to perturb the
outcome, which might be eliminated by careful adjustment of
the amplitude gain circuit and other experimental parameters.
Lastly, any experiment investigating the statistical nature of
the manipulation outcome will require a large number of
manipulation attempts above the same dimer (due to the vari-
ations in propensity for flipping described above), at variable
temperature (similar to previous SPM investigations of QM
effects44), with the same tip structure, in order to be conclusive.

V. CONCLUSION

We have confirmed that buckled dimers are the ground
state of the Si(100) surface at low temperature in the absence
of probe-induced effects.23 Our experiments confirm the
emergence of the apparent p(2 × 1) periodicity at high set
points due to mechanical dimer flipping, but reveal strong
variations in surface stability on the atomic scale, which
appear to originate from the effect of surface stress induced by
defects and step edges. By operating at zero applied bias we
are able to perform controlled atomic-scale manipulation of
the buckling dimer configuration, but this ability is limited
to certain surface regions. The variation in the surface
stress can not only prevent manipulation, but also apparently

cause long-range relaxations, making atomic manipulation of
the buckling configuration on the Si(100) surface critically
dependent on the local and nonlocal environment of the target
dimer. Our simulations accurately reproduce many qualitative
aspects of the experiment, but we note that a significant
theoretical effort, specifically with regard to the evolution
of energy barriers between different states on large slabs (in
the presence of defects), still needs to be made to address
the role of dimer-dimer coupling during manipulation events.
Further experiments, with improved lateral precision and at
variable temperature, are needed to investigate whether the
variation in outcome during manipulation over a single dimer
is deterministic.
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